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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper studies scalar, nonlinear, integro-differential equations with
distributed, possibly infinite, delays of the form
x$(t)+|
R
g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)= f (t), (V)
where + is a finite, positive Borel measure on the real line R, the forcing
function f is a bounded continuous function f : R  R, and g : R2  R is at
least continuously differentiable.
Motivated by problems such as the existence of periodic or almost peri-
odic solutions, we will be interested in studying bounded solutions of (V)
in this paper. By a bounded solution of (V), we will mean a function x that
is defined, bounded, and differentiable on the entire real line such that
Eq. (V) is satisfied for all t # R.
We will give a condition on g, Condition GNR below, which ensures that
Eq. (V) has a unique bounded solution for every bounded continuous
forcing function f. We write x=S( f ) for this bounded solution to indicate
the dependence on f. The requirement that the solution stay bounded as
t  \ plays a role analogous to a boundary condition, selecting a
unique solution of (V).
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In this Introduction, we will motivate and state Condition GNR and
state the precise theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the bounded
solution.
In Section 2 we will develop the necessary machinery and prove the
theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the bounded solution.
In Section 3 we will use the technique of the proof to derive information
about the qualitative properties of the bounded solution. We will show that
certain subalgebras of the algebra of bounded continuous functions,
invariant under appropriate translations, are preserved by the solution
operator S of Eq. (V). Thus, if the forcing function f belongs to such a sub-
algebra, so will the bounded solution x=S( f ). For example, we will show
the following: If f is periodic, x=S( f ) is periodic with the same period; if
f is almost periodic, so is x=S( f ), with the same frequency module; and
if f approaches a steady state at infinity, so does x=S( f ).
Finally, in Section 4 we will study the derivative of the solution operator
S and use it to prove a result on the perturbation of the solution by func-
tions in certain ideals in the algebra of bounded continuous functions. We
show that if I is a suitable ideal, and h # I, then S( f +h)=S( f )+h , where
h is again in I. We will use this result to obtain qualitative results about the
bounded solution. For example, if h is transient, i.e., approaches zero as
t  , then |S( f +h)(t)&S( f )(t)|  0 as t  ; in other words, the effect
on the solution is transient.
An operator T is said to be causal [4] if whenever f1(t)= f2(t) for tt0 ,
then T( f1)(t)=T( f2)(t) for tt0 . We will use our results in Section 4 to
show that, under appropriate hypotheses, the solution operator S of
Eq. (V) is causal. We also obtain a result on the mean value of solutions.
In a future paper, the authors will consider the initial value problem for
equations of the form (V). It will be shown there that under suitable
hypotheses related to Condition GNR, the bounded solution of (V) is
globally asymptotically stable, so our results on the bounded solution will
give results on the long-time behavior of all solutions of the initial value
problem.
Some preliminary versions of the results in this paper were announced in
[8, 9]. For related work, see also [6, 7, 10].
To begin our discussion, it will be convenient to introduce notation for
the function spaces we will work with. We will denote by BC 0(Rn) the
Banach space of all bounded continuous functions f : Rn  R, equipped
with the supremum norm
& f &=sup[ | f (x)| | x # Rn].
We will often abbreviate BC 0(R) as BC 0. For a positive integer k,
BC k=BC k(R) will denote the space of functions f : R  R such that all of
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the derivatives f ( j), 0 jk, are bounded and continuous. This is a
Banach space when equipped with the norm
& f &k=max[& f ( j )& | 0 jk].
Some remarks on Eq. (V) are in order. First note that as we have written
Eq. (V) we are allowing negative values of s to occur. Of course, if t is inter-
preted as time, this is unphysical because it would imply that the rate of
change of the state at the present time depends on future values of the
state. Since our condition that the solution be bounded is symmetric in t,
negative values of s cause no difficulty in the proof of the existence and
uniqueness theorem for bounded solutions or in many of the qualitative
properties of the solution. When we consider results on causality, it will be
necessary to restrict the support of + to the non-negative real axis.
It would, of course, be more general to allow the nonlinearity g in
Eq. (V) to depend explicitly on t and s. Our results on the existence and
uniqueness of the bounded solution can to some degree be generalized to
this settingbasically you must assume that Condition GNR below holds
uniformly in t and s. We have chosen not to treat this generalization in this
paper (aside from a very simple special case used in Section 4) for two
reasons. First, we think that it will be best to deal with the additional com-
plexity introduced by this generalization in our future paper on the initial
value problem, where the added generality is very important. Second, the
results of Section 3 and Section 4 of this paper on the qualitative properties
of the bounded solution do not extend in a straightforward way to the case
where g depends explicitly on t and s.
In order to motivate our Condition GNR, it will be useful to point out
some special cases of Eq. (V). If + is taken to be a Dirac measure at some
point {, then Eq. (V) reduces to the equation
x$(t)+g(x(t), x(t&{))= f (t) (1.1)
with a single, point delay. If g is independent of the second variable, this
reduces to an ordinary differential equation
x$(t)+ g(x(t))= f (t). (1.2)
Our Condition GNR is applicable to ordinary differential equations, and
our results on the qualitative properties of the solution will apply in this
case. If g in Eq. (1.1) is linear, say g(x, y)=ax+by, then Eq. (1.1) reduces
to the linear, constant coefficient, delay differential equation
x$(t)+ax(t)+bx(t&{)= f (t). (1.3)
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To motivate the condition we will impose on g, consider the homo-
geneous case of (1.3),
x$(t)+ax(t)+bx(t&{)=0, (1.4)
where a and b are real constants. Any condition that implies that Eq. (V)
has a unique bounded solution must assure that x#0 is the unique bounded
solution of (1.4). Thus, as a guide to finding such a condition, we want to
determine when (1.4) has a unique bounded solution. It is clear from the
equation that if x is a bounded solution of (1.4), x$ is bounded and so
x # BC 1. Thus, equivalently, we are asking for conditions that ensure that
the linear operator La, b, { : BC 1  BC 0 defined by
La, b, { x(t)=x$(t)+ax(t)+bx(t&{)
is injective, i.e., we have nonresonance for this problem.
Equation (1.4) can be analyzed by classical techniques [1, 12, 13]. It is
easy to see that x(t)=e*t is a solution if and only if * is a zero of the
characteristic function
2a, b, {(*)=*+a+be&{*,
which is an entire transcendental function of a complex variable. It can be
shown that 2a, b, { has infinitely many zeros in the complex plane, each of
which provides a solution of (1.4). Of course, x(t)=e*t is bounded if and
only if * is purely imaginary. It follows that (1.4) has a nontrivial bounded
solution if and only if 2a, b, { has a purely imaginary zero.
Thus, if we hold {>0 fixed for a moment, we are interested in the set
C{/R2 of pairs (a, b) for which 2a, b, { has a purely imaginary zero. If we
set *=is, where s is real and equate the real and imaginary parts of 2(is)
to zero, we get
a+b cos({s)=0, (1.5)
s&b sin({s)=0. (1.6)
If s=0, (1.5) implies that a+b=0 and, indeed, it is clear that if a+b=0,
a nonzero constant provides a nontrivial bounded solution of (1.4). Thus
C{ contains the line in the ab-plane defined by a+b=0. If s{0, we can
solve for a and b and obtain
(a, b)=(&s cot({s), s csc({s)). (1.7)
Thus, C{ contains the curve in the ab-plane parameterized by (1.7). It is
convenient to use a different parameterization by setting %={s, which gives
(a, b)=
1
{
(&% cot(%), % csc(%)). (1.8)
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Fig 1. The set C{ .
Of course, the right-hand side is not defined at integer multiples of ?, and
the curve consists of infinitely many branches, which are drawn as % ranges
over the open intervals (n?, (n+1)?), n=0, 1, 2, ... (note the right-hand
side is an even function of %). As %  0, the right-hand side approaches the
point (&1{, 1{) on the line a+b=0. As % approaches other multiples of
? from one side or the other, the curve is asymptotic to one of the lines
a+b=0 or a&b=0. A few branches of C{ are illustrated in Fig. 1, with
the line a&b=0 shown as dotted.
It is shown in the classical literature that for (a, b) in the region to the
right of C{ , the zero solution of (1.4) is globally asymptotically stable.
In [14] Hale shows that if (a, b) lies to the right of C{ , the inhomo-
geneous Eq. (1.3) has a unique bounded solution for every bounded forcing
function f. This result was one of the motivations for the results of this paper.
It is clear that as { varies, C{ will sweep out the two quadrants of the
ab-plane lying above and below the lines a+b=0 and a&b=0, with the
line a+b=0 included and a&b=0 not included. Call this region of the
ab-plane R$. We can conclude that if (a, b) # R$, Eq. (1.4) has a unique
bounded solution for all values of { (the case where {0 is easily included
in the analysis).
In Eq. (V), we are allowing many different delays, so it seems reasonable
to seek conditions that are independent of the delay. As pointed out
above, Eq. (1.4) is a special case of (1.1), where g is the linear function
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Fig 2. The definitions of r(\) and s(\).
g(x, y)=ax+by. In this case {g, the gradient of g, is constant and the
image of {g is the single point (a, b). For a nonlinear g, the image of {g
will contain more than a single point. From the discussion above, it is clear
that we should require the image of {g to be disjoint from R$ if we want
to have a hope of finding a unique bounded solution for all forcing func-
tions and all delays. We will impose the slightly stronger condition that the
image of {g is disjoint from the closure R of R$. Formally R is defined by
R=[(a, b) # R2 | |a||b|],
and so includes the line a&b=0 (see Fig. 2). The first condition we will
impose on g is the following.
Condition GNR1. A function g : R2  R satisfies Condition GNR1 if it
is C1 and the image of {g is disjoint from the region R.
We will think of this condition, and the complete Condition GNR, as
generalized nonresonance conditions for the nonlinear equation.
It is easy to see by example that Condition GNR1 alone is not sufficient
to ensure the existence of a unique bounded solution. For example, in the
case of an ordinary differential equation
x$(t)+g(x(t))= f (t),
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Condition GNR1 just reduces to the requirement that g$ never vanish. The
ordinary differential equation
x$(t)+ex(t)=0
satisfies this condition, but it is easy to check that this equation has no
solution that is defined on the entire real line.
Thus, we are going to have to impose a further condition on g. It is
possible that Im({g), the image of the gradient of g, comes arbitrarily close
to R. Roughly, what we need is some control on how fast it approaches R.
To formulate the condition precisely, we will have to introduce some
machinery.
Consider the linear functionals :, ; : R2  R defined by
:(a, b)=a&b
;(a, b)=a+b.
The boundary lines of R are :=0 and ;=0. The region to the right of
R is described by :>0 and ;>0, while the region to the left of R is
described by :<0 and ;<0.
If \0, we define Q(\)/R2 to be the square centered at the origin with
half-side \, i.e.,
Q(\)=[(x, y) # R2 | |x|, | y|\].
(For \=0, this is a point.)
Since Im({g) is connected, it lies either entirely on the left of R or
entirely on the right of R. Consider first the case where it lies to the right
of R. Let G(\)={g(Q(\)), which is a compact set disjoint from R. We
want a measure of how close G(\) comes to R, so we define
:
*
(\)=inf[:(a, b) | (a, b) # G(\)]
;
*
(\)=inf[;(a, b) | (a, b) # G(\)]
r(\)=min[:
*
(\), ;
*
(\)].
See Fig. 2 for an illustration. We have r(\)>0 for all \0. Clearly r is a
non-increasing function of \. It is not hard to show that r is continuous,
but we will not need to use this explicitly. If Im({g) approaches arbitrarily
close to R, we will have r(\)  0 as \  , and the rate at which r goes
to zero is a measure of how fast Im({g) approaches R. It will be convenient
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to also introduce notation for the corresponding upper bound at this point.
Thus, we define
:*(\)=sup[:(a, b) | (a, b) # G(\)]
;*(\)=sup[;(a, b) | (a, b) # G(\)]
s(\)=max[:*(\), ;*(\)].
See Fig. 2. We will not need to impose any assumptions on s(\), but it will
figure in our proof.
In the case where Im({g) lies to the left of R, we use r again to measure
how close G(\) comes to R. Thus, in this case, we will define
r(\)=max[:*(\), ;*(\)]
s(\)=min[:
*
(\), ;
*
(\)],
so s(\)r(\)<0.
With all this machinery in hand, we can now state all of the conditions
we will put on g.
Condition GNR. A function g : R2  R satisfies Condition GNR if it
satisfies Condition GNR1 and the following condition, which we will label
as Condition GNR2;
sup[\ |r(\)| | \0]=. (GNR2)
Since \ | r(\)| is bounded on compact intervals, it is equivalent to say
lim sup
\  
\ |r(\)|=.
Condition GNR2 is, of course, satisfied in the easy case where there is
some $>0 such that |r(\)|$ for all \, i.e., where Im({g) is bounded
away from R.
Before stating our theorem on the existence and uniqueness of bounded
solutions, we make one more observation about Eq. (V). Suppose that x is a
bounded solution of (V). Then x # BC 0 and &x&\ for some \. For any real
numbers t and s, |x(t)|\ and |x(t&s)|\. Thus, (x(t), x(t&s)) # Q(\)
for all t and s. Since g is bounded on the compact set Q(\), we conclude
that
(t, s) [ g(x(t), x(t&s))
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is bounded and continuous. Since + is a finite Borel measure, the integral
in (V) makes sense and
t [ |
R
g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)
is bounded, and is continuous (by the Dominated Convergence Theorem).
If we isolate x$(t) in Eq. (V), we see that x$ is bounded and continuous.
Thus, we have shown that a bounded solution of Eq. (V) is necessarily in
BC 1. We will often use observations of this kind with little comment.
We may now state our theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the
bounded solution as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let g : R2  R be a function that satisfies Condition GNR.
Let + be any finite positive Borel measure on R.
Then, for every f # BC 0, there is a unique bounded solution x=S( f ) of the
equation
x$(t)+|
R
g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)= f (t). (V)
This bounded solution is in BC 1. In fact, if g is Ck and f # BC k, then
x=S( f ) # BC k+1.
Equivalently, the nonlinear operator 1 : BC 1  BC 0 defined by
1(x)(t)=x$(t)+|
R
g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)
is a bijection from BC 1 onto BC 0. In fact, if g is Ck, 1 maps BC k+1 bijec-
tively onto BC k.
2. PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF
THE BOUNDED SOLUTION
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.1. We will begin with some sub-
sections that develop the necessary machinery.
2.1. A Linear Operator
The simplest case of Eq. (V) is the linear constant coefficient ordinary dif-
ferential equation
x$+ax= f (2.1)
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where f # BC 0. We observe that if a{0, Eq. (2.1) has a unique bounded
solution x. It is clear that if x is a bounded solution of (2.1), x$ is bounded
so x # BC 1. Thus, an equivalent statement is that the linear operator
La : BC 1  BC 0 : x [ x$+ax is bijective when a{0. (Of course, it is clearly
not bijective for a=0.)
By elementary techniques, it is easy to see that if a>0 and x is a
bounded solution of Eq. (2.1), then x must be given by
x(t)=|
t
&
ea(s&t)f (s) ds, (2.2)
and, conversely, for any f # BC 0, (2.2) defines a bounded function that is
a solution of Eq. (2.1). The case where a<0 can be handled in a similar
fashion. Our results may be summarized as follows.
Proposition 2.1. If a{0, the linear operator
La : BC 1  BC 0 : x [ x$+ax
is invertible, with L&1a given by the formula
L&1a (t)={|
t
&
ea(s&t)f (s) ds,
&|

t
ea(s&t)f (s) ds,
a>0
a<0.
(2.3)
From this formula, we get the estimate
&L&1a f &
1
|a|
& f &. (2.4)
2.2. A Geometric Estimate
In this subsection, we establish a geometric estimate that will be used in
the next subsection to obtain the basic estimates on our nonlinear
operators. We use the linear functionals : and ; introduced in the Intro-
duction. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of the setting of the lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let D be the region in the ab-plane defined by the inequalities
r:, ;s (2.5)
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Fig 3. The region D in Lemma 2.2.
for constants r and s. Let a be a fixed real number. Then we have
sup[ |a&h|+|k| | (h, k) # D]=max[ |a&r|, |a&s|]. (2.6)
Note that (2.6) is unchanged if we reverse the roles of r and s in (2.5).
Proof. Suppose that (h, k) # D. By definition we have
rh&ks
rh+ks.
Subtracting a from these inequalities yields
r&a(h&a)&ks&a
r&a(h&a)+ks&a,
from which we can conclude
|(h&a)&k|max[ |r&a|, |s&a|]
(2.7)
|(h&a)+k|max[ |r&a|, |s&a|].
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For real numbers u and v, max[ |u&v|, |u+v|]=|u|+|v|. Thus, (2.7)
shows that
|a&h|+|k|max[ |a&r|, |a&s|].
The left-hand side attains the value on the right-hand side at one of the two
vertices of D on the a-axis, and so we must have the equality (2.6). K
2.3. Basic Estimates
We are now ready to combine Condition GNR1 and the geometric
estimate of the last subsection to get the basic estimates that will figure in
the proof of Theorem 1.1.
It will be helpful to use the norms on R2 defined by
&(a, b)&1=|a|+|b|
&(a, b)&=max[ |a|, |b|].
Our first estimate is just an estimate on the function g. See Fig. 4 for an
illustration of the setting of this lemma.
Fig. 4. The setting for Lemma 2.3.
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Lemma 2.3. Let g : R2  R satisfy Condition GNR1 and let a be a fixed
but arbitrary real number. Then, for all \0, we have the estimate
|[a!1&g(!1 , ’1)]&[a!2&g(!2 , ’2)]|
K(a, \) max[ |!1 &!2|, |’1 &’2|],
(2.8)
(!1 , ’1), (!2 , ’2) # Q(\),
where K(a, \) is defined by
K(a, \)=max[ |a&r(\)|, |a&s(\)|].
Proof. Define a function . by
.(!, ’)=a!&g(!, ’).
Fix ui=(!i , ’i) # Q(\), i=1, 2. Applying the Mean Value Theorem to the
function t [ .((1&t) u1+tu2), we find that
.(u2)&.(u1)={.(u*) } (u2&u1),
where u* lies on the line segment joining u1 and u2 . This gives us the
estimate
|.(u2)&.(u1)|&{.(u*)&1 &u2&u1& . (2.9)
Consider first the case where {g lies to the right of R. Let
G(\)={g(Q(\)) and let r(\) and s(\) be defined as in the Introduction.
Let D(\) be the region in ab-plane defined by r(\):, ;s(\).
We have, of course, {.(!, ’)=(a&gx(!, ’), &gy(!, ’)), where the
subscripts denote the partial derivatives. Let u*=(!*, ’*). Since Q(\) is
convex, u* # Q(\). Thus, we have
&{.(u*)&1=|a&gx(!*, ’*)|+|&gy(!*, ’*)|
=|a&gx(!*, ’*)|+| gy(!*, ’*)|
sup[ |a&gx(!, ’)|+|gy(!, ’)| | (!, ’) # Q(\)]
=sup[ |a&h|+|k| | (h, k) # G(\)]
sup[ |a&h|+|k| | (h, k) # D(\)]
=max[ |a&r(\)|, |a&s(\)|],
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by Lemma 2.2. See Fig. 4. Using the definition of K(a, \) and (2.9) gives
|.(u2)&.(u1)|K(a, \) &u2&u1& ,
which translates into (2.8) when the definitions are expanded. The case
where Im({g) lies to the left of R is similar. K
Throughout the rest of the paper, we will use
B(\)=[x # BC 0(R) | &x&\]
to denote the closed ball of radius \ centered at the origin in BC 0(R).
Given a function g : R2  R, we will define a corresponding family of
nonlinear operators Na : BC 0(R)  BC 0(R2), where a # R, by
Na(x)(t, s)=ax(t)&g(x(t), x(t&s)).
We have the following estimates for this family.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that g satisfies Condition GNR1 and let
[Na | a # R] be the corresponding family of nonlinear operators. Then we
have the estimate
&Na(x)&Na( y)&K(a, \) &x&y&, x, y # B(\), (2.10)
where K(a, \) is defined in Lemma 2.3. Setting y=0 in this estimate and
using the triangle inequality yields the estimate
&Na(x)&K(a, \) &x&+| g(0, 0)|, x # B(\). (2.11)
Proof. If x # B(\), then |x(t)|&x&\ for all t. Thus, the point
(x(t), x(t&s)) is in Q(\) for all t and s. Then, using Lemma 2.3, we have
|Na(x)(t, s)&Na( y)(t, s)|
=|[ax(t)&g(x(t), x(t&s))]&[ay(t)&g( y(t), y(t&s))]|
K(a, \) max[ |x(t)& y(t)|, |x(t&s)&y(t&s)|]
K(a, \) &x&y&,
since both terms in the maximum are less than or equal to &x&y&. Taking
the supremum over all t and s yields (2.10). K
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2.4. The Proof of the Theorem
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1. We assume that g satisfies
Condition GNR and that + is a finite positive Borel measure on R. Fix a
function f # BC 0. We want to show that there is a unique bounded solution
x of the equation
x$(t)+|
R
g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)= f (t). (V)
To begin, suppose that x is a bounded solution of (V). Then, we know
x # BC1. For any a{0, we have
x$(t)+ax(t)=ax(t)&| g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)+ f (t).
If we let Ma : BC 0  BC 0 be the nonlinear operator defined by
Ma( y)(t)=ay(t)&| g( y(t), y(t&s)) d+(s),
and recall the invertible operator La : BC 1  BC 0 introduced in Section 2.1,
we see that x satisfies
x=L&1a Ma(x)+L
&1
a f.
In other words, x is a fixed point of the operator Ta : BC 0  BC 0 defined
by
Ta( y)=L&1a Ma( y)+L
&1
a f. (2.12)
Conversely, suppose that x is a fixed point of Ta for some a{0. Then x
is in the image of L&1a , and so in BC
1. We can apply La to both sides of
the equation x=Ta(x) and reverse the steps above to conclude that x is a
bounded solution of equation (V). Thus, we have established the following
Lemma.
Lemma 2.5. The following conditions are equivalent.
1. x is a bounded solution of Eq. (V).
2. x # BC 0 and x=Ta(x) for all a{0.
3. x # BC 0 and x=Ta(x) for some a{0.
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We now turn to the analysis of the operators Ma . Let m denote the total
mass +(R) of +. Then we can write
Ma(x)(t)=ax(t)&| g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)
=| _ am x(t)&g(x(t), x(t&s))& d+(s)
=| Nam(x)(t, s) d+(s). (2.13)
Thus, if we assume x and y are in B(\) and use Lemma 2.4, we have
|Ma(x)(t)&Ma( y)(t)|= } | Nam(x)(t, s) d+(s)&| Nam( y)(t, s) d+(s) }
| |Nam(x)(t, s)&Nam( y)(t, s)| d+(s)
| &Nam(x)&Nam( y)& d+(s)
=m &Nam(x)&Nam( y)&
mK(am, \) &x&y&,
and so we have the estimate
&Ma(x)&Ma( y)&mK(am, \) &x&y&, x, y # B(\).
If we combine this with the definition of Ta and the estimate (2.4), we get
&Ta(x)&Ta( y)&
m
|a|
K(am, \) &x&y&, x, y # B(\). (2.14)
We now choose a particular value of a. For each \0, define
a(\)=m
r(\)+s(\)
2
.
Observe that a(\)>0 [resp. a(\)<0] when Im{g lies to the right [left]
of R. It is immediate that
|a(\)|
m
=
|r(\)+s(\)|
2
,
K(a(\)m, \)=
|s(\)&r(\)|
2
.
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In the case where Im({g) lies to the right of R, we have 0<r(\)s(\),
while in the case where Im({g) lies to the left of R we have s(\)r(\)<0.
In either case,
|r(\)+s(\)|
2
&
|s(\)&r(\)|
2
=|r(\)|>0.
Thus we have
|a(\)|
m
&K(a(\)m, \)=|r(\)|>0. (2.15)
In particular, we always have
m
|a(\)|
K(a(\)m, \)<1.
If we let a=a(\) in (2.14), we get the estimate
&Ta(\)(x)&Ta(\)( y)&*(\) &x&y&, x, y # B(\), 0*(\)<1. (2.16)
This is sufficient to prove that there is at most one bounded solution of
(V). If x and y are bounded solutions, we can choose \ such that
x, y # B(\). Then, x and y are fixed points of Ta(\) , so
&x&y&=&Ta(\)(x)&Ta(\)( y)&*(\) &x& y&,
which implies &x&y&=0. We’ve proven a bit more than was stated in
Theorem 1.1; Condition GNR1 alone is sufficient to ensure that there is at
most one bounded solution of (V).
If we can find some \ such that the operator Ta(\) maps B(\) into itself,
the Contraction Mapping Lemma will imply that this Ta(\) has a fixed
point, and we know that a fixed point of any of the operators Ta is a
bounded solution of (V). Thus, the proof of the existence and uniqueness of
the bounded solution will be complete if we can find such a \.
To this end, we want to get an estimate on the size of &Ta(x)&. From
(2.13), we have
&Ma(x)&m &Nam(x)&.
Using Lemma 2.4, we get
&Ma(x)&mK(am, \) &x&+m |g(0, 0)|, x # B(\).
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Finally, from the definition of Ta , we get the estimate
&Ta(x)&
m
|a|
K(am, \) &x&+
m
|a|
| g(0, 0)|+
1
|a|
& f &, x # B(\). (2.17)
Now, suppose that &x&\ and let a=a(\) in (2.17). Then we have
&Ta(\)(x)&
m
|a(\)|
K(a(\)m, \) &x&+
m
|a(\)|
| g(0, 0)|+
1
|a(\)|
& f &

m
|a(\)|
K(a(\)m, \) \+
m
|a(\)|
| g(0, 0)|+
1
|a(\)|
& f &.
Thus, we can conclude that Ta(\)(x) # B(\) for all x # B(\) if \ satisfies
m
|a(\)|
K(a(\)m, \) \+
m
|a(\)|
| g(0, 0)|+
1
|a(\)|
& f &\. (2.18)
If we multiply this inequality by |a(\)|m and then move the first term to
the other side, we get the equivalent inequality
|g(0, 0)|+
1
m
& f &_ |a(\)|m &K(a(\)m, \)& \.
By (2.15), this is the same as
|g(0, 0)|+
1
m
& f &\ |r(\)|. (2.19)
In this inequality, the left-hand side is independent of \, and Condi-
tion GNR2 says that we can make the right-hand side as large as we like
by a suitable choice of \. Thus, we can choose \ to satisfy (2.18).
This completes the proof of the existence and uniqueness of the bounded
solution. If we choose \ to satisfy (2.19), we know that the bounded
solution is in B(\), so (2.19) indirectly gives an estimate of the size of the
bounded solution.
Again, we’ve proven a bit more than was stated in Theorem 1.1, namely,
if Condition GNR1 holds but Condition GNR2 fails, then there is a unique
bounded solution for those forcing functions f # BC 0 (if any) such that
(2.19) holds for some \.
Observe that if A is a closed subspace that is invariant under Ta(\) ,
where \ is chosen so that B(\) is invariant, then A & B(\) is an invariant
closed set. The Contraction Mapping Lemma implies that Ta(\) has a fixed
point in A & B(\), which must be the same as the bounded solution x.
Thus, x # A. These observations give the following result.
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Corollary 2.6. Suppose that g satisfies Condition GNR and + is a
positive finite Borel measure. Suppose that Im({g) lies to the right [resp.
left] of R and that A/BC 0 is a closed subspace that is invariant under the
associated operators Ta for all a>0 [resp. a<0]. Then the unique bounded
solution of (V) is in A.
The statements in Theorem 1.1 about the derivatives are derived by the
usual bootstrap argument. We’ll discuss this further below. The proof of
the Theorem is now complete.
3. COMPATIBLE SUBALGEBRAS
3.1. Conditions for Compatible Subalgebras
In this section, we wish to use Corollary 2.6 to deduce qualitative
properties of the unique bounded solution of Eq. (V). Thus, we want to find
conditions that ensure that a subspace A/BC 0 is invariant under the
operators Ta of the last section.
The first apparent difficulty is the nonlinear character of the equation.
Invariance under g can be assured by assuming that A/BC 0 is a sub-
algebra of BC 0, i.e., a subspace closed under taking products. The results
are given by Proposition 3.1, the basic idea of which is familiar from the
theory of Banach algebras.
Proposition 3.1. Let g : R2  R be continuous and let A/BC 0 be a
closed subalgebra. Assume that either A contains the constant functions or that
g(0, 0)=0. Then, if x and y are in A, the function g(x, y) : t [ g(x(t), y(t))
is in A.
If A does not contain the constants and g(0, 0){0 then, if x and y are in
A, g(x, y) is in A1=AR } 1. More precisely, g(x, y) is in the translate
A+g(0, 0) of A.
Proof. Consider first the case where A contains the constant functions.
Fix x, y # A. We can choose \>0 such that &x&, &y&\. Then the point
(x(t), y(t)) is in the compact set K=Q(\) for all t.
By the StoneWeierstrass Theorem, we can find a sequence [pn] of real
polynomials in two variables such that pn converges to g uniformly on K.
It follows immediately that pn(x, y)  g(x, y) in BC 0. On the other hand,
the function t [ pn(x(t), y(t)) is the same as that obtained by formally sub-
stituting the elements x and y of the algebra BC 0 into the polynomial.
Since A is a subalgebra, the terms of degree greater than zero in pn(x, y)
are in A. The polynomials pn may have constant terms, but the constants
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are in A by assumption. Thus, pn(x, y) # A. Since pn(x, y)  g(x, y) and A
is closed in BC 0, we conclude that g(x, y) # A.
Suppose now that A does not contain the constants but g(0, 0)=0. The
argument above will go through to show g(x, y) # A if we can choose the
polynomials to have no constant terms. As above, we can find a sequence
[pn] of polynomials that converge uniformly to g on K. Set pn=qn+cn
where cn is constant and qn has no constant term. Since (0, 0) # K, we have
cn=pn(0, 0)  g(0, 0)=0. Then, using & }&K to denote the supremum norm
over K, we have
&qn&g&K=&qn+cn&cn& g&K=&pn&g&cn&K&pn&g&K+|cn |  0.
Thus, qn converges uniformly to g on K and the qn ’s have no constant
terms. The previous argument shows that g(x, y) # A.
Finally, suppose that A does not contain the constants and g(0, 0){0.
We can construct a subalgebra A1 that contains both A and the constant
functions by setting A1=AR } 1, where 1 denotes the constant function.
It follows from standard functional analysis (e.g., the HahnBanach
Theorem) that A1 is again closed in BC 0. If x, y # A, then x, y # A1 and the
first part of the proof shows that g(x, y) # A1 .
To be more precise, we can define h : R2  R by h(!, ’)=g(!, ’)&g(0, 0).
Since h(0, 0)=0, the second part of the proof shows that h(x, y) # A if
x, y # A. Thus, g(x, y)=h(x, y)+g(0, 0) # A+g(0, 0). K
Using the uniform continuity of g on compact sets, it is easy to see that
the operator BC 0_BC 0  BC 0 : (x, y) [ g(x, y) is continuous.
We next consider conditions for a subalgebra A to be invariant under the
operator H : BC 0  BC 0 defined by
H(x)(t)=| g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s). (3.1)
Since + is a finite Borel measure on R, it is automatically regular, and it
makes sense to define 7=supp(+) to be the smallest closed set in R such
that +(U )=0 for every open set U disjoint from 7. Clearly, we can write
H(x)(t)=|
7
g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s).
From this formula, it seems clear that we should require A to be
invariant under translation by elements of 7. If s # R, we will use Ts to
denote the operator on BC 0 given by Tsx(t)=x(t&s). We will often write
just xs for Ts x.
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At this point, we have to deal with a technical difficulty. If x # BC 0 we
can define a function R  BC 0 by s [ xs . This function is generally not
very well behaved. Indeed, it is trivial to see that s [ xs is continuous in
norm if and only if x is uniformly continuous. In general, this function is
not even weakly continuous, [17, page 233].
For the rest of the paper, we will use U to denote the subset of BC 0 con-
sisting of uniformly continuous functions. It is easy to check that U is a
closed subalgebra of BC 0 that is invariant under all translations.
In our analysis of the operator H, only uniformly continuous functions
are really relevant, since we already know that the bounded solution we’re
looking for is in BC 1/U. Thus, the following Proposition will suffice.
Proposition 3.2. Let g : R2  R be continuous and let + be a finite
positive Borel measure. Let H be the corresponding operator defined above.
Let A be a closed subalgebra of BC 0. Assume that either A contains the
constants or that g(0, 0)=0, and that A is invariant under the set of transla-
tions [Ts | s # supp(+)].
Then A & U is invariant under H.
Proof. Let 7=supp(+). Fix x # A & U. For any s # 7, xs is in A & U.
Thus, g(x, xs) # A & U for all s # 7, by Proposition 3.1.
Since x # U, the function 7  BC 0 : s [ g(x, xs) is continuous. It is also
bounded (by the boundedness of g on compact sets, again). Thus,
z=|
7
g(x, xs) d+(s) (3.2)
makes sense as a BC 0-value Bochner integral, see [5, 16]. Since the
integrand is continuous, it is certainly weakly measurable and separably
valued, and
|
7
&g(x, xs)& d+(s)
is finite because the integrand is bounded and + is finite. Since the
integrand in (3.2) takes values in the closed subspace A & U, we conclude
that z # A & U.
The point evaluation functionals $t : BC 0  R : f [ f (t) are continuous,
so
z(t)=$t(z)=|
7
$t(g(x, xs)) d+(s)=|
7
g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)=H(x)(t).
Thus, H(x) # A & U. K
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Similar considerations of translation invariance can be applied in the
case of the operators L&1a . If we make a simple change of variables in the
formula (2.3), we get the formula
L&1a f (t)={|

0
e&asf (t&s) ds,
&|
0
&
e&asf (t&s) ds,
a>0
a<0.
(3.3)
Thus, intuitively, L&1a is a weighted sum of forward translates of f in the
case a>0 and a weighted sum of backward translates of f in the case a<0.
Proposition 3.3. Let A be a closed subspace of BC 0. If A is invariant
under the forward [resp. backward] translation semigroup, then A & U is
invariant under L&1a for all a>0 [resp. a<0].
Proof. Suppose that A is invariant under forward translations, and fix
a>0. If f # A & U, then s [ e&asfs is a continuous function R  BC 0 with
values in A & U. Thus,
z=|

0
e&asfs ds
makes sense as a BC 0-valued Bochner integral with respect to Lebesgue
measure or, more simply, as an absolutely convergent BC 0-valued
improper Riemann integral, [16]. Since the integrand takes values in the
closed subspace A & U, we have z # A & U. By applying point evaluation
functionals, we see that z=L&1a f. The other case is similar. K
This Proposition is sufficient to take care of one of the occurrences of
L&1a in the formula for Ta . The term L
&1
a f is more problematical, as it
would certainly be too restrictive to limit ourselves to uniformly con-
tinuous forcing functions in Eq. (V). To deal with this problem, we will
simply assume our subalgebra is invariant under L&1a to get an abstract
result. Invariance under the appropriate translation semigroup will be a
guide to looking for subalgebras with this property, and we will be able to
verify it easily in our examples on a case-by-case basis. Thus, we are led to
the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let g satisfy Condition GNR and let + be a finite
positive Borel measure. We say that A/BC 0 is a (g, +)-compatible sub-
algebra, or just that A is a compatible subalgebra when g and + are under-
stood, if the following conditions are satisfied.
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CSA1. A is a closed subalgebra of BC 0.
CSA2. A is invariant under the set of translations [Ts | s # supp(+)].
CSA3. If Im({g) lies to the right [resp. left] of R, then A is invariant
under L&1a for all a>0 [a<0].
CSA4. Either A contains the constant functions or g(0, 0)=0.
If Conditions CSA1CSA3 hold, but CSA4 may fail, we say A is a par-
tially compatible subalgebra.
If A/BC 0, we let Ak/BC k be the set of all functions such that the
derivatives f ( j ) are in A for j=0, 1, ..., k. If A is a closed subspace of BC 0,
Ak is a closed subspace of BC k.
Theorem 3.4. (Compatible Subalgebras Theorem). Let g satisfy Condi-
tion GNR and let + be a finite, positive, Borel measure. Let A/BC 0 be a
compatible subalgebra. Then, for any f # A, the unique bounded solution
x=S( f ) of Eq. (V) is again in A. In other words, S(A)/A.
Further, if g is C k and f # Ak, then x=S( f ) # Ak+1.
Proof. Assume that the forcing function f is in A. We show that A & U
is invariant under Ta , for a of appropriate sign. We have
Ta(x)=L&1a Ma(x)+L
&1
a f.
By assumption CSA3, L&1a f # A and we must have L
&1
a f # A & U, since the
image of L&1a is BC
1/U. Similarly, A & U is invariant under L&1a . Clearly,
A & U is invariant under Ma , by Proposition 3.2. Thus, A & U is invariant
under Ta . By Corollary 2.6, the unique bounded solution x=S( f ) of
Eq. (V) with forcing function f is in A & U/A.
The statement about the derivatives is obtained by the usual bootstrap
argument, but there is one point that deserves discussion. If f # A, we know
that x=S( f ) # A & U. From the equation we have
x$(t)=&| g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)+f (t). (3.4)
We see from Proposition 3.2 that the right-hand side is in A, so x$ # A.
Thus, x # A1.
Suppose that f # A1, so f $ # A. By differentiating (3.4) we see that
x"(t)=&| [ gx(x(t), x(t&s)) x$(t)+gy(x(t), x(t&s)) x$(t&s)]
_d+(s)+f $(t). (3.5)
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This equation shows that x" is bounded and continuous, so x # BC 2. The
function defined by the integral on the right-hand side of (3.5) can be
represented as the BC 0-valued Bochner integral
|
7
[ gx(x, xs) x$+ gy(x, xs) x$s] d+(s), (3.6)
where 7=supp(+), since the integrand is a continuous function of s with
values in BC 0. We know that x$ # A & U and x$s # A & U for s # 7.
If A does not contain the constants, there is an apparent difficulty, since
we certainly cannot assume that gx(0, 0)=0 and gy(0, 0)=0. However,
even though gx and gy don’t vanish at the origin, gx(x, xs) and gy(x, xs) are
in A1 and A/A1 is an ideal relative to A1 . Thus, gx(x, xs) x$ and
gy(x, xs) x$s are both in A. We conclude that (3.6) is in A. Hence, (3.5)
shows that x" # A, and so x # A2. Similar arguments apply to the higher
derivatives. K
3.2. Applications
We will now show some applications of Theorem 3.4. The first two
examples can be derived more directly from Eq. (V), while the later exam-
ples are less elementary. The Theorem provides a unified framework for
examples of this kind.
3.2.1. Constant Forcing
Let C/BC 0 denote the set of constant functions. This is a closed, trans-
lation invariant, subalgebra of BC 0 (containing the constants), contained
in U. Thus C is a compatible subalgebra for any g and +. It follows that
S(C)/C, i.e., if the forcing function is constant the unique bounded solu-
tion is a constant. This can, of course, be seen more directly from Eq. (V):
if the forcing function is invariant under time translations then, by unique-
ness, the bounded solution is also invariant under time translations.
Suppose that f is constant, say f #c. Plugging into Eq. (V), it is clear that
x#! is a solution if and only if
mg(!, !)=c.
We have proven, rather indirectly, that this equation has a unique solution
! for every c. Again, of course, this can be shown more directly, as in the
following Proposition.
Proposition 3.5. If g satisfies Condition GNR, the function g^ : R  R :
! [ g(!, !) is a diffeomorphism.
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Proof. For definiteness, assume that Im({g) lies to the right of R. If
|!|\, then (!, !) # Q(\), so
g^$(!)=gx(!, !)+ gy(!, !)=;({g(!, !))r(\)>0,
so g^ is strictly increasing, the image is an open interval, and g^ is a dif-
feomorphism onto its image. It remains to show that the image is all of R.
If \0, we have
g^(\)& g^(0)=|
\
0
g^$(!) d!|
\
0
r(\) d!=\r(\).
By Condition GNR2, we can make \r(\) as large as we like. Since g^ is
increasing, we must have g^(!)   as !  . Similarly, we have
g^(0)& g^(&\)=|
0
&\
g^$(!) d!\r(\),
so we can conclude that g^(!)  & as !  &. Thus, the image of g^ is
R. The other case is similar. K
Thus, if the forcing function is a constant c, the unique bounded solution
of Eq. (V) is the constant g^&1(cm).
3.2.2. Periodic Forcing
Let P{/BC 0 denote the bounded continuous functions that are periodic
of period {. This is a closed, translation invariant subalgebra of BC 0 that
is contained in U and contains the constant functions. Thus, P{ is a com-
patible subalgebra for any g and +, and we have S(P{)/P{ . In other
words, if the forcing function is periodic of period {, so is the unique
bounded solution.
This can, of course, be seen directly from the equation. If the forcing
function is invariant under translation by {, then, by uniqueness, so is the
bounded solution.
3.2.3. Uniformly Almost Periodic and Quasi-periodic Functions
This application was one of our main motivations for the present results.
Let A/BC 0 be the set of uniformly almost periodic functions. Our
references for the theory of almost periodic functions will be [2, 3]. There
are several equivalent definitions of A. The best description for the present
purposes is the following. A real trigonometric polynomial is a function
f # BC 0 of the form
f (t)= :
n
j=1
Aj cos(*j t)+Bj sin(*j t),
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for real numbers *j , Aj and Bj . This may be more conveniently written in
complex notation as
f (t)= :
n
j=&n
aj ei*j t, where a&j=a j and *&j=&*j . (3.7)
The numbers *j are called the Fourier exponents of f.
Let T/BC 0 denote the set of trigonometric polynomials. It is clear
from (3.7) that T is a translation invariant subalgebra of BC 0 that con-
tains the constants. One definition of A is that A is the closure of T in
BC 0. Since every trigonometric polynomial is uniformly continuous,
A/U. Thus, A is a compatible subalgebra for any g and +. If the forcing
function is almost periodic, the unique bounded solution x=S( f ) is almost
periodic.
We can make this more precise by considering which frequencies
(Fourier exponents) occur in the bounded solution. Every almost periodic
function f has a Fourier series
f (t)t :

n=&
ajei*j t,
where the partial sums give the best approximation of f in the mean, rather
than converging uniformly (or even pointwise) to f, see [2]. The *j ’s
occurring in the Fourier series (with non-zero coefficient) are called the
Fourier exponents of f. In this subject, the word module means an additive
subgroup of the real numbers. The additive subgroup of the real numbers
generated by the Fourier exponents of f is called the module of f, and will
be denoted mod( f ). Thus, f is periodic if mod( f ) is generated by a single
element. If mod( f ) is finitely generated, there are fixed frequencies
|1 , ..., |k such that every Fourier exponent of f is of the form n1|1+
n2 |2+ } } } +nk|k for integers n1 , n2 , ..., nk . In this case, f is called quasi-
periodic.
If 4/R is a module, let T4 be the set of trigonometric polynomials
whose Fourier exponents are in 4. It is clear that T4 is a subspace and it
is closed under taking products by the module property of 4. Thus, T4 is
a translation invariant subalgebra of BC 0 that contains the constants
(since 0 # 4). Let A4 denote the set of almost periodic functions f whose
Fourier exponents are in 4, or, equivalently, such that mod( f )/4.
Standard results in the theory of almost periodic functions show that A4
is the closure of T4 in BC 0. Specifically, the theorem on page 21 of [2]
shows that if fn  f in A, the Fourier exponents of f are among the Fourier
exponents of the fn ’s. It follows that the closure of T4 is contained in A4 .
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There is also a polynomial approximation theorem, [2, p. 29], that says
that an almost periodic function f can be uniformly approximated by tri-
gonometric polynomials whose Fourier exponents are among the Fourier
exponents of f. Thus, an element of A4 can be uniformly approximated by
elements of T4 , so A4 is contained in the closure of T4 .
We can thus conclude that A4 is a closed, translation invariant, sub-
algebra of BC 0 which is contained in U and contains the constant func-
tions. Thus, A4 is a compatible subalgebra for any g and +. With this
machinery, we can prove the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Let g satisfy Condition GNR and let + be a finite
positive Borel measure. If f is uniformly almost periodic, the unique bounded
solution x=S( f ) of Eq. (V) is uniformly almost periodic and mod(x)=
mod( f ).
Proof. Let 4=mod( f ). Since A4 is a compatible subalgebra and
f # A4 , x # A4 . Thus, mod(x)/4=mod( f ).
By Theorem 3.4, we have x # A1, i.e., x$ # A. The Fourier series of x$
can be found by formal differentiation of the Fourier series of x [3,
Theorem 1.17, p. 27], so mod(x$)/mod(x). Let 2=mod(x). By our
previous observations and Proposition 3.2, A2 is invariant under the
operator H defined in (3.1). Thus, H(x) # A2 . We then have x$+H(x) # A2 ,
so mod(x$+H(x))/2=mod(x). But Eq. (V) is exactly x$+H(x)= f, so we
conclude that mod( f )/mod(x). K
Thus, for example, if f is quasi-periodic, x=S( f ) is quasi-periodic with
the same basic frequencies. The periodic case is the special case where
mod( f ) has one generator.
3.2.4. Weakly Almost Periodic Functions
Another, equivalent, definition of uniformly almost periodic functions is
that f # A if and only if the set [ fs | s # R] of translates of f is precompact
in the norm topology of BC 0, see [3].
Analogously, f is said to be weakly almost periodic if the set of translates
of f is precompact in the weak topology of BC 0. The study of weakly
almost periodic functions is more subtle than the study of uniformly almost
periodic functions because it is hard to get a handle on the dual of BC 0
(which can be identified with the space of Radon measures on the
StoneC2 ech compactification of R). All of the facts we will use can be
found in the basic paper of Eberlein [11].
Let W denote the set of weakly almost periodic functions. It is proved
in [11] that W is a closed subalgebra and W is translation invariant by
definition. It is by no means obvious, but is proved in [11], that a weakly
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almost periodic function is uniformly continuous, so W/U. Thus, W is a
compatible subalgebra for any g and +.
Weakly almost periodic functions may seem rather abstract from the stand-
point of delay differential equations, but they will enable us to make some
statements about the mean value of solutions of Eq. (V) in the next section.
3.2.5. Limits at Infinity
Let L/BC 0 be the set of functions f such that
f ()= lim
t  
f (t)
exists. It is easy to see that this is a closed, translation invariant subalgebra
of BC 0 that contains the constants. Of course, L contains functions that
are not uniformly continuous, but it is easy to check that L is invariant
under L&1a for all a{0 by applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem
in the formula (3.3) for L&1a .
Thus, L is a compatible subalgebra for any g and +. In other words, if
the forcing function f approaches a steady state as t  , the unique
bounded solution x=S( f ) also approaches a steady state at infinity. It is
not hard to argue from Eq. (V) that x()=g^&1( f ()m), but we will get
this as a special case of a general principle in the next section.
Now, let L0 /L be the set of functions such that f ()=0. This is a
closed, translation invariant, subalgebra of BC 0 and it is easy to check
directly that L0 is invariant under L&1a . Of course, L0 does not contain the
constant functions. Thus, L0 is compatible with g and + if and only if
g(0, 0)=0. In this case, we can say that if the forcing dies off as t  , the
same is true of the bounded solution x=S( f ). (The case where g(0, 0){0
will be dealt with in the next section.)
Analogous results hold for limits at & and combinations of both. For
example, C0 , the space of functions that vanish at \, is a partially com-
patible subalgebra for any g and + and is fully compatible if g(0, 0)=0.
3.2.6. Causal Subspaces
For this example, assume that g(0, 0)=0. This implies that S(0)=0, i.e.,
the response to zero forcing is zero. Suppose that f (t)=0 for tt0 . What
can we say about x=S( f ) ?
To approach this problem, define
Kt0=[ f # BC
0 | f (t)=0 for all tt0].
Clearly, Kt0 is a closed subalgebra of BC
0. (Of course, Kt0 does not contain
the constants.)
Observe that Kt0 is invariant under forward translations but not under
backward translations. Of course Kt0 is not contained in U, but it is trivial
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from (3.3) that Kt0 is invariant under L
&1
a for a>0 (and not for a<0).
Thus, by Condition CSA3, to get Kt0 to be compatible with g, we must
assume that Im({g) lies to the right of R.
To satisfy Condition CSA2, we must make the restriction that
supp(+)/[0, ).
With all these restrictions, Kt0 is a compatible subalgebra. Thus, if no
forcing is applied to the system before time t0 , x(t) is zero for tt0 , i.e.,
the system shows no response before time t0 .
This can be viewed as a causality result. It is natural to ask what hap-
pens in the general case where we have two forcing functions f1 and f2 such
that f1(t)= f2(t) for tt0 . What can we say about S( f1)(t) and S( f2)(t) for
tt0 ? We’ve dealt with the case where f1=0. This would take care of the
general case if S was linear but, of course, it is not. This question was one
of the principal motivations for the results of the next section, where it will
be crucial to observe that Kt0 is an ideal in BC
0.
3.2.7. Some Combinations of the Applications
We can combine some of these examples. Suppose that g and + satisfy
all the assumptions made in Section 3.2.6, and that g is C. Suppose that
f is C with compact support, so forcing is applied only over a finite time
interval. What happens to x=S( f )? Of course, x is zero up till the time
when the forcing is turned on. Since f # L0 , x # L

0 . Thus, after a long
time the system has almost forgotten about the forcing, since x and all of
its derivatives go to zero as t  .
For another example, suppose that Im({g) lies to the right of R and
g(0, 0)=0, but supp(+) is not contained in [0, ), so the equation has
‘‘precognition.’’ Suppose that f # Kt0 . What can we say about x=S( f )?
Since Kt0 is not compatible, we need to look for a larger subalgebra that
is invariant under backward translations. One such subalgebra is L&0 , the
subalgebra of functions that approach 0 as t  &. Thus, we can con-
clude that x(t)  0 as t  &. Suppose that f and g are C. Then
f # Kt0 /[L
&
0 ]
. Thus, the system may be affected by the future values of
the forcing, but it is less affected by the forcing the further one goes into
the past, since x and all of its derivatives approach 0 as t  &.
4. PERTURBATION BY IDEALS
4.1. Statement of the Theorem and Applications
In this section we will state a theorem on how the unique bounded solu-
tion of Eq. (V) changes under perturbation of the forcing function by
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elements of certain ideals in BC 0. To indicate the significance of the
theorem, we will turn to applications immediately after the statement of the
theorem. The proof will be discussed in the next subsection. We first make
a definition.
Definition 4.1. We will say that (A, I ) is a (g, +)-compatible pair, or
just that (A, I ) is a compatible pair when g and + are understood, if A is
a partially compatible subalgebra, I/A is an ideal relative to A, and I is
a partially compatible subalgebra in its own right. If (BC 0, I ) is a com-
patible pair, we just say that I is a compatible ideal.
Theorem 4.1 (Perturbation by Ideals Theorem). Let g satisfy Condi-
tion GNR and let + be a finite positive Borel measure. Let S be the solution
operator of the corresponding Eq. (V). Let (A, I ) be a compatible pair. Then,
if f # A and h # I, S( f +h)=S( f )+h , where h is again in I. We may
abbreviate this statement as S( f +I )/S( f )+I. Further, if g is C k and
f # Ak, then S( f +I k)/S( f )+I k+1.
Our original motivation for this result was the causality question raised
in Section 3.2.6. The example on transients below in Section 4.1.3 is another
significant application. As a warm up, we begin with two applications that
can also be deduced from Eq. (V) by more direct arguments.
4.1.1. Partially Compatible Subalgebras
Suppose that A satisfies Conditions CSA1CSA3, but not Condi-
tion CSA4. Thus, we are assuming g(0, 0){0 and that A does not contain
the constants. What can we say about S( f ) when f # A?
We can construct A1=AR } 1, so A/A1 and it is easy to check that
A1 is a fully compatible subalgebra. Thus, S( f ) # A1 if f # A.
We can be more precise if we observe that A/A1 is an ideal relative to
A1 , so (A1 , A) is a compatible pair. Thus, if f # A1 and h # A, we have
S( f +h)=S( f )+h , where h # A.
In particular, if c # A1 is a constant, S(c+A)/S(c)+A, and we know
that S(c) is the constant g^&1(cm). In particular, if we set c=0, we con-
clude that S(A)/A+!0 , where !0=g^&1(0).
Thus, the effect of omitting Condition CSA4 is not very drastic. If f # A,
then S( f ) winds up in the translate of A by a constant that depends only
on g.
This result can be derived more directly from Eq. (V) as follows. Define
h : R2  R by h(!, ’)=g(!+!0 , ’+!0), so h(0, 0)=0. This function
satisfies Condition GNR1 because Im({h)/Im({g). It is not very hard to
verify that h satisfies Condition GNR2.
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Suppose that f # A and let y be the bounded solution of the integro-
differential equation obtained by replacing g by h in (V). Then x=y+!0
is a bounded solution of (V). By uniqueness, S( f )=y+!0 . Since A is
compatible with h, y # A. Thus, S( f ) # A+!0 .
4.1.2. The Limit of the Solution at Infinity
Recall from Section 3.2.5 the space L of functions that have a limit at
+, and the space L0 of functions that have limit zero at +. We know
that L is a compatible subalgebra for all g and +. Thus, if f has a limit at
infinity, x=S( f ) has a limit at infinity. What is it?
Observe that (L, L0) is a compatible pair. If f # L, we can write
f =c+h where c= f () is constant and h # L0 . Thus, x=S( f )=S(c)+h ,
where h # L0 . We know that S(c) is the constant g^&1(cm), and we
conclude that x(t)  g^&1( f ()m) as t  .
4.1.3. Transients
In fact, since we are dealing with bounded functions, L0 is an ideal in the
whole algebra BC 0, and is thus a compatible ideal for all g and +. Thus,
if h is transient, i.e., dies out as t goes to infinity, S( f +h)=S( f )+h where
h is transient, i.e., the effect of h on the system is transient. We can rephrase
this as follows.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that g satisfies Condition GNR and let + be a
finite positive Borel measure. Let f1 and f2 be functions in BC 0 and suppose
that f1 and f2 are asymptotic at infinity, i.e., | f1(t)& f2(t)|  0 as t  . Let
x1=S( f1) and x2=S( f2) be the corresponding bounded solutions of Eq. (V).
Then, |x1(t)&x2(t)|  0 as t  .
If g is Ck and the derivatives f ( j )1 and f
( j)
2 are asymptotic at infinity for
0 jk, then x ( j)1 and x
( j)
2 are asymptotic at infinity for 0 jk+1.
4.1.4. Causality
We obtained a partial result on the causality of S in the last section, but
Theorem 4.1 allows us to obtain the full result.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that g satisfies Condition GNR and that + is
a finite, positive Borel measure. Assume further that Im({g) lies to the right
of R and that supp(+)/[0, ). Then the solution operator S of the corre-
sponding Eq. (V) is casual.
Proof. Suppose that f1(t)= f2(t) for tt0 . Recall, from Section 3.2.6,
the space Kt0 of functions that vanish up to t0 . From the discussion there,
Kt0 is a partially compatible subalgebra and it is clear that Kt0 is an ideal
in BC 0.
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We can write f2= f1+h, where h # Kt0 . By Theorem 4.1, S( f2)=S( f1)+h ,
where h # Kt0 . Since h vanishes for tt0 , we conclude that S( f2)(t)=S( f1)(t)
for tt0 . K
4.1.5. Mean Values
Recall the subalgebra W/BC 0 of weakly almost periodic functions.
A weakly almost periodic function has a (Bohr) mean M( f ) defined by
M( f )= lim
T  
1
T |
a+T
a
f (t) dt
(the value is independent of a). This is a positive linear functional on W,
invariant under translations. See [11] for further details.
If f # W, then | f | # W (by an argument similar to Proposition 3.1). If a
uniformly periodic function satisfies M( | f | )=0, then f is identically zero,
but this is not true for weakly almost periodic functions. For example,
Eberlein [11] shows that the space C0 of functions that vanish at infinity
is contained in W, and it is easy to see that M( | f | )=0 for f # C0 .
Let Z/W be the set of functions f such that M( | f | )=0. Of course, if
f # Z, |M( f )|M( | f | )=0, so M( f )=0.
It is clear that Z is a closed subspace of W. If h # Z and f # W,
M( | fh| )& f & M( |h| )=0,
so Z is an ideal in W. Since W/U, (W, Z) is a compatible pair.
Thus, if f # W (it could be uniformly almost periodic or even periodic)
then S( f ) # W, and so has a mean. Suppose that h # Z. Then, S( f +h)=
S( f )+h , where h # Z. Thus, M(S( f +h))=M(S( f )), i.e., perturbing the
forcing function by an element of Z (e.g., an element of C0) does not
change the mean value of the bounded solution.
4.2. Proof of the Theorem and the Derivative of the Solution Operator
We will now turn to the details of the proof of Theorem 4.1, which will
also involve an analysis of the derivative of the solution operator of Eq. (V).
4.2.1. A Linear Equation
We need to analyze a simple nonautonomous linear equation, using the
same ideas we applied to Eq. (V). We first state the analog of Condi-
tion GNR.
Condition LGNR. Let g1 and g2 be continuous functions R2  R. We
say that (g1 , g2) satisfies Condition LGNR if the image of (t, s) [
(g1(t, s), g2(t, s)) is bounded and bounded away from the region R.
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With this condition, the Proposition we need can be stated as follows.
Proposition 4.4. Let (g1 , g2) satisfy Condition LGNR and let + be a
finite positive Borel measure. Then, for all f # BC 0, there is a unique bounded
solution of the equation
x$(t)+| [ g1(t, s) x(t)+g2(t, s) x(t&s)] d+(s)=f (t). (4.1)
This bounded solution is in BC 1.
To put it another way, the linear operator J : BC 1  BC 0 defined by
Jx(t)=x$(t)+| [ g1(t, s) x(t)+g2(t, s) x(t&s)] d+(s) (4.2)
is bijective.
Since g1 and g2 are bounded, it is clear that J is a bounded linear
operator.
The basic idea is, of course, similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. The
details will be of some importance, so we give an outline.
Consider first the case where the image of (g1 , g2) lies to the right of R.
The image is bounded and bounded away from R, so there are numbers
_\>0 such that the image of (g1 , g2) is contained in the diamond
shaped region D defined by the inequalities \:, ;_. Then, for any
(t, s) # R2, we have
|a&g1(t, s)|+|&g2(t, s)|=|a& g1(t, s)|+| g2(t, s)|
sup[ |a&h|+ |k| | (h, k) # D]
=K(a)
where we define
K(a)=max[ |a&\|, |a&_|].
A similar estimate holds in the case where the image lies to the left of R,
in which case D is described by _:, ;\<0.
Next, we can define a family of linear operators N a : BC 0(R)  BC 0(R2)
by
N a(x)(t, s)=ax(t)& g1(t, s) x(t)& g2(t, s) x(t&s).
From above, we have the estimate
|N a(x)(t, s)|K(a) max[ |x(t)|, |x(t&s)|],
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and so we get the supremum norm estimate
&N a(x)&K(a) &x&.
Next we define linear operators M a : BC 0  BC 0 by
M a(x)(t)=ax(t)&| [ g1(t, s) x(t)+ g2(t, s) x(t&s)] d+(s)
=| _ am x(t)& g1(t, s) x(t)& g2(t, s) x(t&s)& d+(s)
=| N am(x)(t, s) d+(s),
where m=+(R), as usual. We then have the estimate
&M a(x)&mK(am) &x&.
With these estimates in hand, we can prove the Proposition. First sup-
pose that x is a bounded solution of Eq. (4.1). Then x # BC 1, and for any
a{0 we have
x$(t)+ax(t)=ax(t)&| [ g1(t, s) x(t)+ g2(t, s) x(t&s)] d+(s)+ f (t).
Thus, x satisfies
x=L&1a M a(x)+L
&1
a f.
In other words, x is a fixed point of the operator T a defined by
T a( y)=L&1a M a( y)+L
&1
a f.
Conversely, if x # BC 0 is a fixed point of T a for some a{0, we may reverse
the steps and conclude that x is a bounded solution of (4.1).
From our estimates above, we immediately obtain the estimate
&T a(x)&T a( y)&
m
|a|
K(am) &x& y&.
We make a particular choice of a by setting a0=m(\+_)2. Then
|a0 |
m
&K(a0 m)=
|\+_|
2
&
|_&\|
2
=|\|>0.
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In particular, we have
m
|a0 |
K(a0 m)<1.
Thus, T a0 is a global contraction on BC
0, and so has a unique fixed point,
and Eq. (4.1) has a unique bounded solution.
The reason for going through these details is that we again want to find
conditions for a subspace to be invariant under the operators T a , for a of
appropriate sign, and hence under J&1. We will return to this later.
4.2.2. The Derivative of the Solution Operator
We need the following fact about the derivatives of composition
operators.
Lemma 4.5. Let g : R2  R be C1. Let G denote the nonlinear operator
G : BC 0(Rn)_BC 0(Rn)  BC 0(Rn) defined by (x, y) [ g(x, y), where
g(x, y) is the function Rn % u [ g(x(u), y(u)). Then, G is continuously
Fre chet Differentiable, and the derivative DG(x, y) } (z, w), where
x, y, z, w # BC 0(Rn), is given by
[DG(x, y) } (z, w)] (u)=gx(x(u), y(u)) z(u)+gy(x(u), y(u)) w(u).
More generally, if g is Ck+l, then G is Cl as a mapping BC k(Rn)_
BC k(Rn)  BC k(Rn).
This is a bit difficult to find stated explicitly in the literature, but see
[15] for a discussion of theorems of this kind.
With this in hand, suppose that g satisfies Condition GNR. Then the
nonlinear operator 1 : BC 1  BC 0 defined by
1(x)(t)=x$(t)+| g(x(t), x(t&s)) d+(s)
is invertible. Using Lemma 4.5 and several continuous linear operators, it
is clear that 1 is C1 and the derivative is given by
[D1(x) } z](t)=z$(t)+| [ gx(x(t), x(t&s)) z(t)
+ gy(x(t), x(t&s)) z(t&s)] d+(s). (4.3)
More generally, if g is Ck+l, then 1 is Cl as a mapping BC k+1  BC k.
Let us also write Jx for the linear operator BC 1  BC 0 defined by the
right-hand side of (4.3). This operator has the form of (4.2), where
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g1(t, s)=gx(x(t), x(t&s)) and g2(t, s)=gy(x(t), x(t&s)). This pair of func-
tions is easily seen to satisfy Condition LGNR. Indeed, if we choose
\&x&, then (g1(t, s), g2(t, s)) # G(\)={g(Q(\)) which is a compact set
disjoint from R, since g satisfies Condition GNR. Thus, Jx : BC 1  BC 0
is invertible. The inverse operator is, of course, continuous by the open
mapping theorem.
Thus, D1(x) is invertible for all x # BC 0. The inverse of 1 is the solution
operator S. By the Inverse Function Theorem, we conclude that S is C1
as a mapping BC 0  BC 1. In other words, the unique bounded solution
x=S( f ) of Eq. (V) depends smoothly on the forcing function.
By a bootstrap argument, if x # BC k, Jx is invertible as a mapping
BC k+1  BC k. To summarize, we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.6. If g satisfies Condition GNR and + is a finite positive
Borel measure, then the solution operator S of Eq. (V) is a C1-dif-
feomorphism BC 0  BC 1. More generally, if g is C k+l, where l>1, S is a
Cl-diffeomorphism BC k  BC k+1.
To apply these results to the Perturbation by Ideals Theorem, we want
to find conditions for a subspace A to be invariant under J&1x . This will be
the case if A is invariant under the operators T a , for a of appropriate sign.
We have the following result.
Lemma 4.7. Let g satisfy Condition GNR and let + be a finite positive
Borel measure. Let (A, I ) be a compatible pair. Then, if f # A,
DS( f ) } I/I.
More generally, if g is Ck+1 and f # Ak, then
DS( f ) } Ik/Ik+1
Proof. If A does not contain the constant functions, we will need to use
A1=AR } 1. If A does contain the constants, let A1=A. Thus, A1 is a
fully compatible subalgebra.
Suppose that f # A and let x=S( f ). Since S=1 &1, the chain rule says
that DS( f )=[D1(x)]&1=J&1x . By the Compatible Subalgebras Theorem,
x # A11. In particular x # A1 & U. Suppose that h # I. We need to show that
J&1x h # I.
The crucial operator to consider is the operator H : BC 0  BC 0 defined
by
H (z)(t)=| [ gx(x(t), x(t&s)) z(t)+ gy(x(t), x(t&s)) z(t&s)] d+(s).
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We claim that I & U is invariant under H . If z # U, the function
s [ gx(x, xs) z+gy(x, xs) zs is continuous and we may write
H (z)=|
7
[ gx(x, xs) z+ gy(x, xs) zs] d+(s)
where the right-hand side is a BC 0-valued Bochner integral and
7=supp(+). By the invariance of A and I under translations from 7,
xs # A1 & U and zs # I & U for s # 7. But then gx(x, xs) and gy(x, xs) are in
A1 . By assumption, I is an ideal in A, and it easy to check that this implies
that I is an ideal in A1 . Thus, the integrand is in I & U for all s # 7. Since
I is assumed to be closed in BC 0, we conclude that H (z) # I & U.
We want to solve the equation Jxz=h, where h is in I. From the obser-
vation above, I & U is invariant under M a . By assumption, L&1a maps I
into I & U, for a of appropriate sign. Thus, I & U is invariant under the
operators T a(z)=L&1a M a(z)+L
&1
a h. We conclude that J
&1
x h # I.
The second part of the theorem follows from a bootstrap argument,
using similar ideas. K
It would certainly be possible to use similar ideas to obtain results on
qualitative properties of the bounded solution of the linear Eq. (4.1) under
suitable assumptions on g1 and g2 , but we won’t delve into this here.
We are now ready to proceed with the proof of the Perturbation by
Ideals Theorem.
To set up the hypotheses, we make the usual assumptions on g and +
and we assume that (A, I ) is a compatible pair. Assume that g is Ck+1,
k0.
We know that S is at least a C1-diffeomorphism BC k  BC k+1. Hence,
for any f, h in BC k, the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus gives
S( f +h)=S( f )+|
1
0
DS( f +sh) } h ds
where the integral on the right is a BC k+1-valued Riemann integral. If
f # Ak and h # I k, then f +sh # Ak for s # [0, 1]. Thus, by Lemma 4.7,
DS( f +sh) } h # Ik+1 for all s # [0, 1]. Since I k+1 is closed in BC k+1, we
conclude that the integral is in Ik+1. Thus, S( f +h)=S( f )+h , where
h # I k+1 and the proof of the Theorem is complete.
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